
NOTES OF INTEREST

An Out-of-Journal Experience
for the Readers of Dialogue

For those of you who haven't visited the Dialogue website recently
(www.dialoguejournal.com), may we suggest that you take a look at the Di-
alogue Paperless section found on the home page. Click on "News" and
you will find links to news stories of interest to Mormons. If you want to
respond to an article in a current issue of Dialogue, you can do so by click-
ing on "Letters." For reviews and links to reviews of recent books, click on
"Books." "Dia-blog@BCC" will connect you to the By Common Consent
blog site, where you will find many blogs written by board members, staff,
and contributors to Dialogue. In "e-Papers," you will encounter feature ar-
ticles not found in the printed journal. Check it out! More Dialogue at the
click of a mouse.

AML Award in Mormon Literary Studies
to the University of Utah Library

Note: The editors are pleased to reprint, with permission, an Award in Mormon Lit-
erary Studies, which the Association for Mormon Letters bestowed upon the Univer-
sity of Utah Library for its online archive o/Dialogue from its beginning in 1966 to
the end of 2000. The award was presented on March 5, 2005, at the association's
annual conference. The archive will be updated periodically. Readers can reach this
collection by visiting the Dialogue website (www.dialoguejournal.com) and follow-
ing the link on the left sidebar: "Free Archive ofVols. 1-36."

The Association for Mormon Letters presents a special Award in Mormon
Literary Studies to the J. Willard Marriott Library of the University of
Utah for its digitized collection of Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought.

Since its inception in 1966, Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought
has served as a central point for academic studies of Mormonism. Dialogue
has promoted Mormon arts and letters by publishing hundreds of poems,
short stories, personal essays, and articles of criticism. However, like many
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periodicals, Dialogue's treasures have generally remained only as accessible
as the most recent issue or two.

But Dialogue's many conversations are being reopened. Nearly forty
years of back issues—the entire run of this seminal periodical for Mormon
studies—have now been completely digitized and made accessible to the
public free of charge, thanks to the initiative of the current Dialogue board
and the generosity of donors. This is laudable in its own right, but digital
objects are often as ephemeral as the electrons that compose them. This
collection would not be as valuable or secure for future generations were it
not hosted by an academic institution committed to maintaining the ac-
cessibility and permanence of this collection.

The Association for Mormon Letters commends the J. Willard
Marriott Library of the University of Utah for providing a permanent
home for this vital digital collection and, by extension, for the university's
commitment to the sustained and critical assessment of Mormon arts and
letters.
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